Welcome to the 15th EuroCMR meeting!

Dear Colleagues,

After years travelling to northern, western and southern Europe, EuroCMR has chosen Prague as its destination this year to reflect the fact that the knowledge and practice of CMR has rapidly embraced all sides of the European continent and beyond. This year EuroCMR is a record-breaking event having reached a milestone of 1,000 registered attendees with an amazing +35% increase in registrations compared to last year, as well as a significantly increase in abstracts and cases submissions. Attendees come from 68 different countries, 29 of which also represented in the faculty, making another unprecedented record.

Our CMR level 1 track has attracted over 340 registered attendees confirming that multimodality imaging training is the direction of travel, and the CMR has an ever increasing clinical role in the management of patients with cardiovascular diseases. Together with James Moon (programme chair) and with Francisco Alpendurada (abstract chair) we have been trying to interpret a congruent training and educational needs of our community but with the desire to also reach the CMR level 1 track

But EuroCMR is also synonymous of a very friendly magnetic atmosphere in which the world of CMR comes together to share knowledge and expertise but also to give an opportunity to many trainees to meet their peers, present their research, network and enjoy time together.

This is your EuroCMR and it is your enthusiasm and support that took us where we are today.

Enjoy it and let’s continue to make it a success, together!

By Dr. C. Bucciarelli-Ducci, Bristol, UK

Don’t miss today

Tracks

Level 1 track
Basic course – Main Room – 09:00-13:30
Face off session – Main Room – 13:30 – 14:30
Advanced course III – Main Room - 14:30-16:00
Advanced Course IV - Room 2 - 14:30-16:00
Circle CVI Symposium – Main Room – 16:45 – 17:45
Pie Medical Imaging Talk – Main Room – 17:45 – 18:00
Welcome & Keynote lecture – Main Room – 18:05-19:00

Congenital track
Advanced course IV – Room 2 – 14:30-16:00
Advanced course V – Room 2 – 16:45-18:00

Industry sessions

Siemens Showcase – Showcase Room – 11:00-11:20
Medviso Showcase – Showcase Room – 11:25-11:45
Face off ( with Neosoft, Medis Medical Imaging
systems, Circle Cardiovascular Imaging, Medviso and
TeraRecon) – Main Room – 13:30-14:30
Circle CVI Showcase – Showcase Room – 16:00-16:20
Heart IT Showcase – Showcase Room – 16:25-16:45
Circle CVI symposium – Main Room – 16:45-17:45
Pie Medical Imaging talk – Main Room – 17:45-18:00

Basic course – Main Room – 09:00-13:30
Advanced courses – Main Room & Room 2 – All Afternoon
Welcome & Keynote lecture – Main Room – 18:05-19:00
Welcome drinks - Exhibition Area - 19:00-19:30

Social Events

Speed Mentoring programme (fully booked) - in the Members Lounge – 16:00-16:45

Stay connected

Join the conversation #EuroCMR2017
Look for your face in the crowd facebook.com/europeansocietyofcardiology

EACVI News

e-Learning, courses, certification, publications and much more

Learn more about the EACVI initiatives

Visit the EACVI stand